**Introduction:**

China is one of the world's four ancient civilizations with more than 5000 years of history. Including their traditional clothes, emperors, greatest inventions, arts, world-renowned places and buildings, and the historical sites in China. This short booklet talks about ancient China. It also contains pictures that represent China’s identity.
IV. **Chinese arts:**
The three perfections were calligraphy, poetry, and painting. They would often be combined together in art. These became important starting with the Song Dynasty.

**Calligraphy** - This is art of handwriting. The Ancient Chinese considered writing an important form of art. Calligraphers would practice for years to learn to write perfectly, but with style.

**Poetry** - Poetry was an important form of art as well. Great poets were famous throughout the empire. During the Tang Dynasty, poetry became so important that writing poetry was part of the examinations to become a civil servant and work for the government.

**Painting** - Painting was often inspired by poetry and combined with calligraphy. Many paintings were landscapes that featured mountains, homes, birds, trees, and water.